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ABSTRACT
Gabon is an African country located very close to the homeland of Bantu languages
(Cameroun). Starting about 5,000 years ago, Bantu-speaking populations diffused into
almost all sub-Saharan Africa. By processing with computational linguistic methods
(Levenshtein distance) two independently-collected lexical datasets recording the pronunciation of 88 and 158 words in more than 50 linguistic varieties spoken in Gabon, we
obtain a numerical classification of the major linguistic groups. We compare this classification to available ones based on historical linguistics methods (cognate-sharing defined
by experts), and find them overlapping, which indicates that the two methods capture the
same signal of linguistic difference (and relatedness). To focus on the historical relatedness between major linguistic clusters, we control for the linguistic similarity related to
contact, proportional to geographic vicinity, and suggest that the first Bantu-speaking
groups to people Gabon where those speaking KOTA-KELE (B20) languages. The other
varieties concern five different immigration waves (B10; B30; B40; B50-B60-B70 – Guthrie
nomenclature) that penetrated Gabon later in history. To conclude, we suggest a peopling
scenario that incorporates available paleoclimatic, archaeological and population genetic
evidence.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Bantu languages and classifications
Bantu languages belong to the Niger-Congo phylum and include about 600 varieties spoken in almost all of sub-Saharan Africa. Their geographic continuity is nearly perfect, interrupted only by the Khoisan languages spoken in South Africa. Wilhelm Heinrich Immanuel Bleek (1862) was the first to hypothesize the genetic unity of Bantu languages.
Concerning them, the most important classification, still used as a practical taxonomic
reference, is Guthrie (1967), but more recent ones are available (Mann and Dalby 1987;
Grimes 2000).
Guthrie defined the geographical boundary of the Bantu linguistic domain and divided it in a eastern and a western zone. The western region includes Cameroon, Gabon,
Congo, the west of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Angola and a part of Zambia. The eastern region includes the eastern part of DRC and all the eastern countries of
sub-Saharan Africa. This split, although debated, has been consensual for a long time.
Using a lexicostatistics approach, Heine (1973) corroborated the division of Bantu languages into two clusters, a western and an eastern one: the eastern group derives from the
western one, while the languages of Gabon and Cameroun are independent lineages.
Later, Ehret (1999) suggested that eastern, central and southern Bantu languages should
be merged into a single group called Savannah Bantu. Other studies (Bastin et al. 1999;
Nurse and Philippson 2003; Rexova et al. 2006) confirm a western/eastern division of the
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entire Bantu linguistic domain suggesting that the western part is older because the languages spoken in the zones A, B and C emerged first from proto-Bantu varieties initially
spoken in the middle Benue river valley, located between Cameroon and Nigeria about
5000 ybp (Greenberg 1955). The identification of a homeland is essential to describe how
Bantu languages later disseminated, and the middle Benue river valley is a good candidate because it includes speakers of the only linguistic varieties close enough to another
branch (Benue-Congo, spoken in Nigeria) of the Niger-Congo linguistic family to which
Bantu languages belong as well.
1.2 Migrations waves
Concerning the diffusion of Bantu languages, Bastin et al. (1979) suggested two migration
waves: 1) a western wave from the south of Cameroon, then to the equatorial forest along
the rivers and, finally, progressing further southwards along the Atlantic coast; and 2) an
eastward wave avoiding the equatorial forest. Of course the general picture is blurred by
secondary contact between the languages, by a different migration speed according to the
route (to the south or to the east), by secondary migrations and by continuous population
displacements until today.
The attention of the reader should be attracted to the extremely fast spread of
Bantu languages, which have disseminated throughout half of Africa and have replaced
almost all pre-existing languages, similarly to what Latin did in Europe. A possible explanation is related to the lifestyle of early Bantu-speaking populations: proto-Bantu lexical
roots2 show that they generally were agriculturalists and farmers. In contrast to hunting
and gathering, agriculture requires a considerable work-force before it can be sustained
viably, which then leads to large societies. Once populations begin growing, migration
processes and population diffusion follow, which are further promoted when the soil rapidly (but only temporarily) depletes due to its exploitation. This is how the Bantu expansion could have progressed.
1.3 Archaeology and linguistics
A first attempt to combine archaeological and linguistic evidence to understand the dispersal process can be traced back to Oliver (1966). Later, Phillipson (1976, 1977a, 1977b,
2002) provided an ambitious reconstruction by arguing for the development of early
Bantu language varieties in Cameroon from about 3000 ybp on. According to his scenario,
when Bantu-speakers dispersed eastwards along the northern fringe of the equatorial forest, they met other farmers, probably speaking Central Sudanic languages. After a long
phase of contact, they started herding domestic cattle and sheep, learned about the cultivation of certain cereal crops and acquired metal-working techniques. Vansina (1984, 1990

For a reference database including about 10,000 entries proposed for Proto-Bantu reconstructions
see www.africamuseum.be/collections/browsecollections/humansciences/blr
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pp. 49-57, 1995) criticized Phillipson about the need for a reliable dispersal route, and
stressed that the major driving force for the Bantu linguistic divergence was a phenomenon of linguistic fission between varieties that had diverged in an earlier phase, with outermost dialects developing into languages after each fission (Heggert 2004, p. 315). According to Vansina, if indeed a first migration happened eastwards to the Great Lakes
Region, a simultaneous movement took place to the south of Cameroon and Gabon, and
more southwards. Later on, the continuous pattern of habitat resulting from the first major migration was disrupted by the presence of both a dense forest and large stretches of
marshlands. New computational analyses (Holden 2002, Holden and Gray 2006) on 75
Bantu languages extracted from the 542 Bantu languages published by Bastin et al. (1999)
were in agreement with the archaeological hypothesis about the large migration eastwards of Bantu-speaking agriculturalists, meaning that Bantu languages diffused together
with their speakers.
1.4 Population genetics and linguistics
An interesting study bringing together genetic and linguistic evidence over the whole
Bantu linguistic domain (de Filippo et al. 2013) was aimed at testing two models of Bantu
population-language dispersal : i) Early Split, north of the rainforest, of the eastern and
western groups, about 4000 ybp; ii) Late Split, south of the rainforest, of the eastern group
from the western group about 2000 ybp. The authors measured DNA genetic diversity as
function of the geographic distance from the Bantu homeland, along possible inferred
itineraries of migration, finding a progressive reduction of the genetic diversity from the
homeland. This pattern supports the demic diffusion3 of the Bantu expansion and better
correlates with the Late Split model. Li et al. (2014) estimated the first expansion of the
Bantu-speaking groups to have occurred at around 5600 years ago but found that a migration to the east and then to the south is statistically as likely as other models.
While the DNA genetic diversity of Gabon populations is very low and detectable
only by genome sequencing (Patin et al. 2017), the linguistic differences are not negligible
when compared to those in other Bantu-speaking areas, suggesting than the peopling ―
by populations having a similar genetic background ― happened early in the dispersal
from Cameroon, leaving time for later differentiation in situ.
1.5 Current linguistic diversity in Gabon
All the ethnic groups living in Gabon speak Bantu languages (with the exception of some
Pygmy groups), but the use of French (the official language) is widespread in the increasingly multiethnic towns and many indigenous language varieties are now threatened.

Demic diffusion is a demographic term referring to a migratory model of population diffusion into
and across an area that had been previously uninhabited by that group, possibly, but not necessarily,
displacing, replacing, or intermixing with pre-existing populations.
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The Bantu varieties of Gabon include languages from the Guthrie zones A (Benga
A34; Fang A75; Shiva A83; Bekwil A85b) and B (B10/20/30/40/50/60/70) (see Fig. 1). According to grammatical and lexical traits, the languages of the group B10 (MYENE) and B30
(TSOGO) are related and distinct from other languages in the region, but it is not clear if
this is the consequence of a common genealogical origin or the result of linguistic convergence due to contact (Nurse and Philippson, 2003; Mouguiama-Daouda and Van der
Veen, 2005). The languages B20 (KOTA-KELE) have an ambiguous status too, because
their genetic unity is unclear. While the languages belonging to the three groups B50
(NJABI), B60 (MBETE) and B70 (TEKE) are close to those of the zone C and might be classified into a single cluster B50-B60-B70, languages of the group B40 (SIRA) are related to
those spoken in the zone H (south of Gabon),.
According to Clist (2005, p. 490), Gabon has been progressively peopled by waves
of Bantu-speaking populations coming from the north-east, but also from the south and
the east starting about 2600 ybp. This peopling scenario is more complex than the simple
southwards movement from Cameroon proposed by Vansina (1995) in which Gabon
would have been crossed only by the western Bantu expansion wave moving to the south.
Clist (2005) suggests that, in reality, the main migration wave from the Benue river valley
to the south might not have passed through Gabon, but rather further to the east, in a savannah corridor created by dry climatic conditions, in what previously was a dense equatorial forest. This corridor is believed to have lasted from 2800 ybp to 2100 ybp, that is
about seven centuries (Maley 2001): a time-span long enough to enable continued human
migrations. Whatever the general migration scenario, it is known that the Fang languages
(A75) correspond to a rather recent migration wave from Cameroon started 500 ybp and
continued until the 1930s (Hombert et al. 1989).
1.6 The aims of this study
By processing word lists accounting for the linguistic diversity of Gabon with a computational linguistics method measuring the phonetic difference between two words, the
Levenshtein distance (Heeringa 2004), we compute distance matrices accounting for the
aggregate lexical difference. Then, we analyze the distance matrices using both bootstrap
phylogenetic trees and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) to identify major linguistic
groups that we relate to specific migration waves.
We process two independently-collected and largely overlapping datasets: the
ALGAB (Atlas Linguistique du Gabon, Hombert 1990) and the MRAC (Musée Royal de
l’Afrique Centrale, Tervuren, Belgium).4 The ALGAB dataset lists 158 words for 53 linguistic varieties, while the MRAC is based on 88 words and accounts for 64 varieties (Fig. 1).
The Levenshtein method is different from the cognate-sharing approach used so
far in studying the diversity of Bantu languages. The earlier work (Bastin et al. 1999, Hol4

The MRAC is a subset of the database processed by Bastin et al. (1999).
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den 2002, Holden and Gray 2006, Grollemund et al. 2015) proceeded by establishing 0/1
matrices, where a ‘0’ pairwise difference is attributed to a pair of words having the same
meaning and sharing a common ancestor term (cognates), while a difference of ‘1’ is attributed to a pairwise comparison where the words originated independently (not cognates). This method relies on having expert judgments of cognacy and is less sensitive
than Levenshtein distances, which measure the difference in pronunciation according to
string alignment.

Figure 1
The Republic of Gabon (see map) is an equatorial African country largely covered by
rainforest with a total population of about a million and half inhabitants. More than half of the
population lives in the bigger cities, population density outside urban areas is low (see shades of
gray). In the map we show the location a) of the 53 varieties reported in the ALGAB database
(empty squares; when a diagonal appears inside them the position is approximated) and b) of the
64 varieties of the MRAC database (see section 2.1 for details).
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2. RESULTS OF THE LEVENSHTEIN CLASSIFICATION
2.1 ALGAB and MRAC datasets
Concerning the ALGAB (wordlists of 158 items), the consensus tree (Fig. 2A) shows that
there are five main clusters: {A75}; {B10, B30}; {B20}; {B40}; {B50, B60, B70}. When we represent these groups on a geographic map (Fig. 2B), we note a striking degree of geographic
coherence suggesting a significant correlation between geographic and linguistic distances
(r = 0.461**; Mantel test). When MRAC data (wordlists of 88 items) are processed in the
same way (figure not shown) the five major clusters are not exactly the same ones: {A75};
{B10, B30}; {B20a}; {B20b}; {B20c, B40, B50, B60, B70}. While the varieties labelled as A75 and
B10/B30 are classified in a same way, the latter dataset shows that the linguistic group B20 is
split in three clusters and that heterogeneous varieties belonging to the groups B20, B40,
B50, B60 and B70 are clustered together as in Bastin et al. (1999): they called it North-central
Bantu. It is reasonable to find similar results because we are processing the same dataset
used by Bastin..

Figure 2
A: UPGMA bootstrap consensus tree concerning the classification of the 53 varieties
listed in the ALGAB. Nodes supported by fewer than 70% of the bootstrap sub-replicates have
been collapsed. The number of lexical items available for each language is reported after the labels.
B: Mapping of the major clusters on the consensus map we obtained according to several references (Grimes 2000, Simons 2016, Maho 2009).
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Are the two clusterings different because the two databases, the ALGAB and the MRAC,
account for word lists of a different length? A closer look shows that the wordlists of the
MRAC are a subset of those used in the ALGAB, the latter including 65 additional items
(50 nouns + 15 verbs), meaning that ALGAB data is likely to provide a better classification,
as more information is available.
2.2 Merging datasets
To verify whether identical varieties, documented independently in the two databases,
would cluster together, we have merged the two datasets to compute a unique consensus
bootstrap tree (not shown) only based on shared lexical items. It points to:
1. The unity of the cluster of languages B10-B30 (bootstrap score = 99);
2. The close association of the languages B60-B70 (bootstrap score = 82);
3. The coherence of the languages B50 that form a cluster (bootstrap score = 79) distinct from B60/B70;
4. The looseness of the cluster B40 (bootstrap score= 60);
5. The “explosion” of the group B20, split in five different and independent clusters.
Two other aspects of the classification of the merged dataset are interesting:
6. Identical varieties, documented by two independent databases, are generally clustered next to each other in the tree, thus suggesting that the discrepancies between
the classifications are related to the different lengths of the wordlists. This leads us
to trust more ALGAB data (158 words) than the MRAC (88 words).
7. The bootstrap support for the North-central western Bantu cluster advocated by Bastin et al. 1999 becomes weak (bootstrap score = 54).
To compare the outcomes of our analysis based on a new method, the Levenshtein distance, with the classical cognate-sharing approach, we align our classification of the
ALGAB dataset to the classification of Grollemund et al. (2015) that process a subset of the
same varieties. We find that clusters and subclusters do correspond (not shown), meaning
that the Levenshtein algorithm captures the same signal of linguistic relatedness (or difference) that a method based on cognate-sharing does, but with the immense advantage of
not requiring the aid of experts to provide judgments about cognacy. The only discrepancy between the two approaches concerns, again, the clustering of the group B20.
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 The peopling of Gabon: Savannah corridors versus the rainforest
The question of the Bantu dispersal has vigorously resurfaced thanks to the work of the
team of Koen Bostoen (University of Ghent). The routes of Bantu expansion they suggest
rely on the geographical plot of consensus Bayesian phylogenetic trees (see Bostoen et al.
2015 for a review and Grollemund et al. 2015). These authors code linguistic diversity according to cognacy and provide a temporal frame for the different splits calibrated according to archaeological dates. By interpreting the topology of trees as reliable migrations routes,5 they highlight that savannah corridors were migration routes preferable to
rainforest crossings, the rationale being that Bantu speaking societies were adapted to this
kind of environment, since their earlier homeland was savannah. According to palynological evidence, a progressive formation of savannah corridors took place through the
rainforest during the Middle and Late Holocene, which is starting from 4000 ybp to 2500
ybp, when the surface of savannah was at its maximum extension (Lézine et al. 2013;
Bostoen et al. 2015). Concerning Gabon, the formation of savannah corridors can be inferred as in Fig. 3; if the Bantu migration proceeded through them, the peopling would
have been possible from the east and the south (the west being the Atlantic seashore), but
not from the north.

Figure 3
Gabon: the progressive appearance of savannah corridors (white) in the rainforest
(gray) according to palaeoenvironmental data (adapted from Grollemund et al. (2015). Equatorial
Guinea in not shaded. BP means “before present” = years ago.

But, did the Bantu speaking populations enter Gabon following the progressive formation
of savannah corridors starting 4000 ybp or were their migrations independent from them? We

By hypothesizing that the present-day location of languages corresponds to the location they had
in the past.
5
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cannot answer directly, because the linguistic analyses we conducted do not explicitly
address temporal issues related to peopling phases. To set a timeframe according to archaeological sites excavated in Gabon, we refer to the calibrated radiocarbon

14
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compiled by Oslisly et al. (2013) and to their classification in four main stages of technological knowledge (Fig. 4). While some dating uncertainty cannot be excluded, the temporal sequence of occupation addressed by Oslisly et al. (2013) overlaps with the timeframe
of the Bantu expansion and, interestingly, points to a population decline starting about
2400 ybp and lasting until recent centuries (Oslisly 2001; Wozka 2006), to finally reach a
new maximum five centuries ago after which it declines again until the colonial period
(Fig. 4). The Neolithic Stage corresponds to the transition between the Late Stone Age and
the Early Iron Age, that is, when people started to become sedentary, made polished stone
tools and pottery, and used stone hoes and axes to practice slash-and-burn agriculture.
This phase is related to the arrival of Bantu migrations, with a demographic explosion in
the subsequent period, the Iron Age. Because the Neolithic stage started 3500 ybp, we
date the first arrival of Bantu speakers to Gabon at this point. This timeframe fits well
with the scenario and theory of savannah corridors (Grollemund et al. 2015) but is also
compatible with earlier Bantu migrations southwards, directly though the rainforest. Interestingly, the maximum extension of the savannah corridors (Fig. 3) corresponds to a
possible population maximum (Fig. 4).

Figure 4
Survey of radiocarbon dates over the past 4000 years in central Africa including Gabon (from Oslisly et al. 2013). Late Stone Age (5500-3500 ybp)—14 sites, shown between 4400 and
3500 ybp; Neolithic Stage (3500-1900 ybp)—33 sites; Early Iron Age (2800-1000 ybp) —79 sites; Late
Iron Age (1000-100 ybp) —40 sites. The periods sometimes overlap because two technological
phases can coexist at the same time, like typewriters and computers in the late 1990s.

Was the rainforest a real impediment to migrations from Cameroon? While a migration route
from Cameroon southwards, along the generally sandy seashore advocated by Bastin et al.
(1979), is possible, we suggest that the rivers crossing the rainforest could have been potential paths of displacement and that the practice of slash and burn agriculture (charac-
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terizing today many Bantu-speaking groups) would also have been practiced in the past,
in a forestall environment. For all of the above reasons, we will not assume that the Bantu
peopling of Gabon was necessarily dependent on the climatic change that led the rainforest to shrink and the savannah habitat to increase its surface.
3.2 The current challenge, going beyond geography
In linguistics, it has long been admitted that the geographic distance between varieties has
an effect on their evolution, namely that closer varieties are generally more similar than
distant ones. Lyle Campbell (1995) summarizes this succinctly “[. . .] neighboring lan-

guages often turn out to be related.” The first model about the spread of linguistic innovations, a form of contact, was the WAVE THEORY of Johannes Schmidt (1872). While Seguy (1971) presented linguistic distances as function of the square root of geographic distance, Trudgill (1974) suggested that the spread of innovations declines quadratically.
Nerbonne and Heeringa (2007) and Nerbonne (2010) found a logarithmic model to better
function, similarly to the models of population genetics concerning the biological differences of neighbouring populations that are function of migration processes (Wright 1943,
Malécot 1948).
When a matrix of Levenshtein aggregate linguistic distances is found to be significantly correlated with the corresponding matrix of geographic distances, as it case for the
ALGAB dataset, it is possible to compute a linear regression (linguistic distance vs. log
[geographic distance]) in order to compute, from it and for each pairwise comparison, the
linguistic distance that is expected between two linguistic varieties according to the geographic distance separating them. This procedure leads to a matrix of expected pairwise
linguistic distances that can be subtracted from the linguistic distances obtained from the
original data. The matrix that results after the subtraction consists in residual distances that
can be positive, negative or null. They will be positive when the linguistic distance computed on original data is higher than the one expected from the regression; they will be
negative when two varieties at a given distance exhibit a linguistic distance that is lower
than what is expected according to the regression. The idea is that residual distances represent the fraction of the linguistic variability that is not explained by “normal” linguistic
contact between neighbours (geography).
We can then analyse these residual distances via multimensional scaling (MDS).
Our goal in this is to detect latent influences on linguistic similarity beyond simple proximity. If varieties are assigned nearby positions in the multidimensional space, then those
varieties are similar for reasons other than the contact promoted by nearness. One obvious
candidate influence is, of course, the history of the varieties, that is, their genealogy. The
MDS plot of the residuals of the geographic analysis is likely to reflect the relations among
the varieties before they drifted apart due to migration or were subject to convergence/divergence influences related to contact. Residual distances (Fig. 5) convey clues
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about the possible historical scenario of linguistic diversification of Gabon. They point to
linguistic diversity between different languages that long-lasting linguistic contact and convergence has progressively defaced (see Table 1).

Figure 5
Multidimensional scaling projections concerning the 53 linguistic varieties listed in the
ALGAB. Top: Original Levenshtein distances. Stress values: in 1 dimension = 0.3247, in 2 dim. =
0.1641 (plot reported), in 3 dim. = 0.1215. Correlation between geographic and linguistic distances =
0.478**. Bottom: Residual distances after computing the regression (R2=0.216; the logarithmic transformation of geographical distances makes almost no difference: R2=0.222) between the kilometric
distances and the corresponding Levenshtein distances. Stress values: in 1 dimension = 0.399, in 2
dim. = 0.249 (plot reported), in 3 dim. = 0.171. Residuals are normally distributed. See Tab. 1.
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Two features of the analysis deserve particular note. First, the MDS plot of the residuals
confirms the historical division proposed by Guthrie in that his groups are in general,
close to one another. Given the status of Guthrie’s work, we hasten to add that it is perhaps better to regard the correspondence between the two as a confirmation of the step of
applying MDS to the residuals of the geographic analysis. Second, despite the overall excellent correspondence between Guthrie’s classification and the MDS-residuals analysis,
the B20 group stands out in reflecting the Guthrie classification less faithfully. This leads
us to hypothesize that the B20 group has a more complex history, and that it includes two
groups that were distinct in earlier history.

Table 1
Summary of the possible effects on the Bantu varieties in Gabon that linguistic contact has determined (ALGAB data). This scenario is inferred by comparing the
two plots of Fig. 5.
Varieties Scenario inferred from residual distances
B10
B30
B20
B40
B50
B60/B70
A75

Initially separate, later converged with B30
Initially separate, later converged with B10
Two initially separate groups converged together
Initially separate, later converged with B50
Initially part of same group including B60 and B70, later slightly diverged from
those, becoming closer to B40 and to some varieties B20
Initially part of a single group, together with B50, later diverged from B50
A75 arrived in Gabon recently (~5 centuries ago), when B40 was already spoken.
Their closeness might correspond to a similar geographic origin in Cameroon: today
they are very different.

3.3 Gabon: Immigration scenarios
Palaeoenvironmental and archaeological studies show that the opening of savannah
plains on the coastal region of Gabon started about 4000 ybp (Bostoen et al. 2015), with a
Neolithization process dated at around 3500 ybp (Oslisly 2001) and a detectable sedentarization starting at 2700 ybp in northern Gabon (Bostoen et al. 2015). According to linguistic cartography we suggest that B20 varieties correspond to a early migration southwards
of Cameroon, through the rainforest or along savannah corridors, to the north of Gabon in
at least two independent and early waves: the DNA genetic diversity of B20-speakers is
the highest among all the Bantu speakers of Gabon (Patin et al. 2017), meaning that these
populations and the languages they spoke had more time to evolve than varieties brought
by more recent migration waves. Based on the genetic diversity reported by Patin et al.
(2017), we propose the hypothesis that other early migrations took place by following the
Atlantic coast from Cameroon to Gabon. These migrations might correspond to two different and separate waves corresponding to B10 and B30. The other two groups emerged
or arrived later, i.e., B40 and the single group B50/B60/B70.
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3.4 Conclusions
We do not know whether the present-day location of each group of languages corresponds to the position they had in the past, and we consider extensive migrations over
millennia more than likely, meaning that ancestral languages might have been spoken
elsewhere, not necessarily where they are today. We also judge it possible that, after an
initial stage of peopling, some Bantu languages diffused from one Bantu group to another,
in the absence of population movements. Finally, we recognize that the vast majority of
African populations today are multilingual, and there is no reason to think that the past
situation was different. Multilingualism, in itself, is a source of language diversification
and this is not a recent phenomenon. We also find it reasonable to admit that borrowing
and secondary contact between differentiated languages might have been a major force in
the process of linguistic differentiation. These phenomena might well explain the high
degree of correlation existing between linguistic and geographic distances and that we
partially took into account by dealing with residual distances, which we consider to be
closer to the historical scenario of the peopling of Gabon.
The Levenshtein distance measure the signal of historical relatedness and the contact between the languages, its ability to match classifications based on shared cognates
identified by experts is much higher than past criticisms would suggest (see Manni 2017,
pp. 278-286 for a review). The very good match between the clusters identified by Grollemund et al. 2015 and the corresponding Levenshtein classifications has been reported.
This result might be explained by the fact that Bantu languages are linguistically quite
close, often forming dialect-chains: this is a scenario closer to the initial application of the
Levenshtein method to dialectology, nevertheless, the Levenshtein classification of more
distantly related languages not forming dialect chains (Mennecier et al. 2016) turned
equally convincing. The Levenshtein distance captures the same historical signal that a
cognate-based approach does, without the need to seek for the assistance of an expert assessing the historical (genetic) relatedness of lexical items (shared vocabulary); this is a
remarkable advantage because it allows the phylogenetic classification of linguistic corpora that might otherwise be neglected, whilst they can lead to straightforward hypotheses about past migrations and peopling stages that are poorly documented.
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